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March Meeting Demo
This month, John Lucas will
present a demonstration and discussion on photographing your
work. As a part of this presentation, John will show his photography booth, discuss lighting and
camera set-up. Additionally, he
will discuss film cameras and
digital cameras. This should be a
useful presentation as many of us
are trying to show our work to
the rest of the world on the
Internet!
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A Message From the
President: Derjd Ehier
Our club
lost one of its'
former presidents, Jim
Haddon in
February. For
those of you
who knew
him, I know
that you have lost a friend and I
know that our club has lost a very
valuable member. Jim was always
there to offer inspiration and
encouragement to anyone who
was interested in woodtuming. I
attended his memorial service,
and there I learned many things
about Jim that I did not know
before. I only wish that I had been
able to know him better! Jim was
obviously loved by many and
respected by all who knew him.
I offer my deepest sympathy and
support for his family and friends.
Deryl

WWW.TNWOODTURNERS.ORG
A few months ago, we asked for a
volunteer to assist in updating and
maintaining the Association's
website. We are pleased that one
1
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of our members, Doug Snyder,
has stepped forward to volunteer!
In the next month, Doug will take
the reigns on the website design,
content management and general
development. So, give Doug
some time to get going, but expect
some great new content and features of our website!
Thank you Doug for your willingness to step forward and get
involved to make our club that
much better!

The 33rd Annual
Tennessee Crafts
Fair
The TACA Crafts Fair at
Centennial Park in Nashville will
be held April 30 to May 2 this
year. As in past years, TAW will
be a major presence. Some of our
members, Gary Martin, Pat
Matranga and others will be presenting their works for sale and
the club membership will be conducting demontrations.
In the next month, Deryl will be
in contact with the fair organizers,
so we will know more about our
involvement by this time next
month. In the meantime, if you
are interested in demontrating during this event, then please send an
email to or call Ray Sandusky to
volunteer.

Eulogy for TAW's Second
President - Jim Haddon
Jim Haddon was the second president of the Tennessee Association
of Woodturners. As most of you
know by now, Jim passed away on
Monday, Febmary 16, 2004, of a
heart attack. Jim is survived by
his immediate family, which
includes two daughters, a sister,
and a grandson whom Jim raised
like a son.

Jim Haddon recently demonstrated woodturning at UNA Elementary School

It has been a while since Jim took
an active role in the TAW, but
whenever asked to participate he
was always willing to help. At the
last TAW meeting Jim attended,
you would remember the two
beautiful large cherry bowls he
displayed during the 'Instant
Gallery'.
He and Charles Alvis, the first
president of TAW, were the first
two TAW members involved in
the TACA woodtuming demonstrations for the Metro Schools.
Since Charles' passing, he and
Brenda Stein have continued that
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program. He enjoyed teaching the
art of woodtuming and being with
the kids. And of course, the kids
loved him.
At the funeral, his grandson Chris
Gill said the one word to describe
his grandfather was "amazing."
Jim was "amazing" and he was
honest, and kind, and helplxil and
all the other adjectives you could
use to describe a good person and
friend. He faithfully attended his
Sunday school class of over 100
members and all were honorary
pallbearers at his funeral.
He had a very humorous side and
loved to joke around. His nickname to some was 'Zeke'. He was
an avid motorcyclist, traveling the
country, and sold his motorcycle
just a few years back. His career
was with the Bell Telephone
Company. After his retirement
many years ago, and for something to do, he became employed
by a car delivery service and
worked for a local car dealership
at the time of his passing. He
always had something going on
and never slowed down.

picture archives to see if there
were any that were recently taken.
The following two pictures of Jim
Haddon were made at the last
meeting he attended on October 7,
2003.

In these pictures, he displayed a
beautifully made Cherry Bowl.
During his few moments in front
of the group that evening, he took
a few moments to describe how he
mounted the bowl blank and his
process for finishing. In this case,
he used Hi-Gloss Waterlox and
applied it in 5 applications over a
period of 5 days. The bowl was
well formed and beautiflilly finished.
I

He will be missed by all of us who
knew him. Our club is grateflil
for the years of service he gave so
generously.
TAW will send a donation to the
American Association of
Woodtumers Educational Fund in
his name.

Jim's presence and involvement
will be missed by the many members of our club who knew him.

Jim's Last TAW Meeting
by Ray Sandusky
After I leamed of Jim Haddon's
passing, I went back through my
2

Safety Glasses or a Face Shield are
'Required Equipment' when operating a woodtuming lathe or any tooL
Remember to practice safety at all
timesi
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February Instant Gallery
Most of the photos by Ray Sandusky

Andy Woodard - Maple Platter

Barry Boyd - Snakewood
Bottle Stopper

Ken Gaidos with a set of nested
bowls of Eastern Red Cedar

Tom Van Der Vort
with Ash Bowl

Henry French
with a set of
Pens
Al Flatt - Hackberry Vase

Doug Snyder - Walnut Vase

Tom Greek - Walnut Bowl
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Ernest Sherrill with a
miniature Egg and Stand

Ray Sandusky - Ash Jar
The Tennessee Turner

Jim Elliott - Natural Edge Bowl
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Remember to bring your
best, new turnings to display in next month's
Instant Gallery!
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as a design feature. For example
a small knot or stain in the wood
would be best displayed in the lid.
1 also determine if a blank would
be a good candidate to have an
integrated fmial as a part of the
lid's final design.

Demonstration Report
By Ray Sandusky
At last month's meeting, I had the
pleasure of conducting the demonstration. I selected the topic of
turning a lidded box. As many of
us know this is a fun and frustrating project.
I took this opportunity to show my
procedure for making boxes and
has proven to be quite effective for
me.
The first step in making the box is
selecting a good blank. A good
box blank is one that is relatively
free from defects and definitley
free from checking. Most boxes
are made in the end grain aspect,
which ensures less warping and
movement. The blank should also
be relatively dry, but not too dry!
ensuring a good fit for the lid
when the project is completed. I
also wanted to show how I set up
the blank so I have extra material
for making an integrated fmial on
the lid.

If there is a desire to incorporate a
finial, I then cut that end naiTow
enough to fit through the chuck
jaws and into the Morse Taper.
This is a way to think outside of
the "box"!
To ensure proper fit, I make the
flange on the lid - 1 find that the
probability for a successful fit is
higher this way.
When cutting the base, I normally
begin by marking the diameter of
the lid's flange with the calipers.
Then I use my 1/16" parting tool
to cut a guidline just inside that

To ensure a good fit for the lid, I
suggest that you turn the lid first,

When selecting a box blank, I try
to cut them from logs that have
been felled for more than eight
months. This ensures that the
blank is relatively dry, but not past
the point when tooling will cause
grain tearout and cracking.
with the spigot for the connection
point being in the lid instead of the
base. This is different from what
is presented in many books and
videos, but it works for me and
The Tennessee Turner

When mounting the blank, I first
look to see where any problem
areas may be so I can either cut
that problem out or make the box
in such a way that the area is used
4

diameter to provide a point of purchase for my bowl gouge to begin
the hollowing process (Page?)
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An Overview on
Sharpening Turning Tools

work the tool will perform.

anyone, &it s difficult even with
the aide of a tool rest to reposition
1. Determining and obtaining the
the bevel against the face of the
by Lyn J. Mangiameli
correctly geometry is, IMG, the
grinding wheel exactly the same
starting point for all sharpening. I f way each time, i f you are doing it
How sharp one wants their tools
one does not choose the correct
free hand. The usual result is a
may be a matter of personal prefeffective cutting angle, included
bevel composed of many facets,
erence and technique, and how
angle, and shape, then one is not
some of which may actually affect
much one spends for a sharpening going to achieve optimal perform- the edge. To compound the
system may be determined by eco- ance from the tool. Just what the
problem, the shape of the bevel
nomic limitations as well as
correct geometry is will depend on gets altered with each trip to the
choice, but the principles underly- tool and application, but there will grinder, so that in a short time, it
ing what is effective and optimal
always be some optimal geometry. barely resembles the original
sharpening of woodtuming tools
See the books by Leonard Lee and shape. And with a multi-faceted
can be (and to a great extent
Mike Darlow to explore the gener- bevel, it is difficult, i f not impossihas been) determined objectively. al theory behind this (there are
ble, to hone the resulting edge
others, but these are some of the
properly. When the tool gets dull,
The questions frequently come up: more modem and accessible), and the only recourse is another frusHow sharp should my tuming
Jerry Glaser's article in the
trating session at the grinder, and
tools be, and what is the best way March-April issue of Woodworker more expensive tool steel turned
to sharpen them.
West for excellent advice specific
into grit on the floor. While with
to sharpening Gouges. A jig can
a repeatable set up, &you now
In a sense, sharp enough is whatbe pre-set to achieve a specific
have a bevel that can be easily
ever matches one's sensibilities.
precise geometry, and makes it
honed because the edge and heel
I've seen people use tools literally
more likely you will actually
are clearly defined. You will also
as dull as a table knife, and
achieve the geometry desired.
have a tool that behaves the same
despite the resultant bmising and
Having a stable vibration free
through all its sharpening cycles.
tearout, those people were happy
grinding platform, and balanced
And the tool life is extended.
enough with the edge they were
trued wheels (if you are using
using. I've also read of Japanese
grinding wheels) are also impor3. Producing the least heat possiworkmen who would sharpen a
tant to obtaining and retaining
ble when removing the metal is
plane blade after each stroke, just
proper geometry.
well established principal among
because they believed every cut
users of hand tools, but is often
should be made with a tool as
2. Repeatability of set up to main- ignored or overlooked by turners.
sharp as it could be. So, I
Certainly high carbon steel can
tain the established geometry is
think there will never be conseneasily lose its temper when
highly desirable and will reduce
sus answers to the above quesexposed to high heat, but HSS and
your sharpening time, increase
tions, as decisions are made
other "exotic" allow steels are not
your tool life, and make the tool
according to personal factors at
immune to ill effects. Serious
predictable in use. Renewing a
least as much as science.
Lathe, makers of A-2 steel tools,
dull edge actually requires
Nonetheless, I would suggest that
posts
this caution from their steel
removal of very little material, i f
there are several issues worthy of
supplier,
Latrobe Steel: "Improper
you are presenting the tool preconsideration, whatever your pargrinding
techniques
can affect the
cisely coincident to the existing
ticular approach to sharpening.
performance
of
high
speed steel
geometry. Free hand sharpening
tools
not
only
by
the
formation of
will never allow for optimal
grinding cracks and eventually
I consider four things to be impor- repeatability, while jigs such
breakage but also by the developtant with respect to sharpening:
as those that come with the
ment of a softened surface zone.
1. Determining and Obtaining the
Tormek, Jerry Glaser's, the
In many cases the visual appearcorrect geometry
Woodcut Tru-Grind and Oneway
ance of this softened zone is
2. Repeatability of set up to main- Wolverine, among others, make it
deceptive since the amount of visitain the geometry first established much more likely you will repeat
ble
burning often appears very
3. Producing the least heat possithe original geometry of the tool.
slight
yet the microscopic effect
ble when removing metal
To quote Jerry Glaser, who has
can
be
shown to progress a
4. Producing the most consistent ( probably ground more gouges than
sharpest ) edge appropriate to the
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considerable distance below the
surface with consequent deleterious results on tool performance.
This fact is particularly important
to keep in mind when subsequent
grinding/polishing operations
remove the visible bum color by a
very shallow grinding pass." So
how does one reduce such heat?
Five ways:
A. Remove the least amount of
metal necessary, as David
Ellsworth likes to say, Don t
Grind the Tool, Dress the Bevel.
(If you are going to be removing a
lot of metal, use a coarse abrasive.
Jerry Glaser actually uses a 46 grit
stone, but for most something
closer to a 60 gr it is preferable.)
B. Use an abrasive with sharp
edges. (For a grinding wheel make
sure it is a friable stone dressed
often to reveal sharp edges; for
sanding belts or disks make sure
you replace them regularly.)

edge appropriate to the work the
tool will perform. What I mean by
this is how regular is the edge. An
edge formed off a coarse wheel
may well have the intersecting
angles be sharp, but the edge will
be uneven due to the uneven surface of the stone, thus leaving an
edge that looks, at best, like this V
VVV VV VV V. An edge that is
formed on a fine grit wheel will
have a surface more like this
w w w w w w w . The tips of the
V's may be equally pointed, but
there is more side support to the
more closely and evenly spaced
tips. The widely spaced coarser
V's are going to heat more quickly, and will break down more
quickly. This is in part why a
"sharper edge," which might be
better called a finer edge, will
actually be longer lasting than a
coarser edge. The effect is actually
more pronounced than the example implies as the variation is really in three dimensions rather than
the two shown.

the finished surface of the wood
the wet-ground tool gave the
best results on a consistent basis,
and far outlasted the dry-ground
tool in terms of durability. In his
conclusions he wrote: It s
generally assumed that using a
slow-running water cooled system
will be time consuming , but this
turns out to be more supposition
than fact the evidence suggests
that using a wet-grinding method
gives a sharper edge and cleaner
cuts with more than double the
effective tuming time between
sharpenings& even after 18 minutes of continuous tuming in softwood, the well ground tool was
still cutting more than three-and-ahalf times faster than the dry
ground tool. What I would say
here is that it is likely his findings
are not representing wet vs dry
grinding so much as it is demonstrating the advantages of preparing your titming tools consistent
with the principles I have
described above.

The importance of a refined edge
(and indirectly, the other factors
listed above) was actually tested
by Robbie Farrance several years
ago and was presented in
Woodtuming Magazine, Issue #70.
Farrance compared the edge
obtained off an 80 grit white
wheel followed by honing with an
Arkansas shp stone against an
edge obtained using the Tormek.
Using a sample of 16 pieces of
wood, equally divided into hard
wood and soft wood, he measured
how much wood could be
removed by the tools in a
measured time, over a measured
distance, giving a resultant depth
or volume of wood removed.
What he found (and displayed
through graphs in the original article) was that the Tormek ground
tool was performing better than
the dry ground, both in terms of
durability of the cutting edge and

What this adds up to is that precision and repeatability are major
factors (but obviously not the only
factors) in achieving the optimal
balance of tool life, sharpening
time, and performance. For me,
this means using a Tormek for
almost all my tool edge maintenance, and using a jig like the
Woodcut Tru-Grind or Oneway
Wolverine with a coarse wheel
for initially establishing any
changes in geometry. One obviously doesn't need to duplicate my
system to obtain a usable edge,
but I would offer that the more
your sharpening method adheres
to the principles delineated (which
the above system does so well),
the better will be your cuts, the
longer your tools will last, and the
less time you will spend sharpening.

C. Apply minimal pressure.
D. Remove the tool frequently to
allow it to air cool, or better yet,
use a wet grinding system.
(However, don t dip a dry ground
gouge in water. To quote Glaser
again, a water quench cools the
thin edges of the tool much more
rapidly, causing them to shrink
more than the bulk of the tool and
the edges may develop small
cracks as a result. One can see a
pictitre of this in Leonard Lee s
book.)
As can be seen from the above,
just reducing the speed of the
abrasive moving past the tool (i.e.,
a slow speed, 1750 rpm grinder or
Sander) does not guarantee cool
grinding there are many other factors that together are much more
significant.
E. Producing the most consistent
The Tennessee Turner
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New Woodtuming Center Bdng
Created by Non-Profit Craft
Scbool
Brookfield, CT -— The nationally
respected, Brookfield Craft Center
has announced plans to create a
new educational center for woodturning as part of its multi-year
campus renovation & expansion
plan. The Brookfield Tuming
Center will be locate in an historic
(circa 1914) railroad station building located on Route 25 in westem
Connecticut, directly across the
street from the Center's main campus which overlooks the Still
River at Halfway Falls. The landmark stmcture was recently purchased by the non-profit Center to
expand its education programs
which promote and preserve the
skills and values of fine craftsmanship and good design. The
new tuming studio will encompass
a professionally equipped 800 sqft
teaching facility with eight
lathe/tuming stations and related
woodworking equipment & tools.
The Brookfield Tuming Center is
expected to begin offering classes
and workshops taught by local and
visiting tuming artists from across
America by mid 2004.
Renovations on the building have
already begun and are being supported by a grant of $134,400
from the State of Connecticut
Department of Economic and
Community Development.
According to John I . Russell,
Executive Director of Brookfield
Craft Center, "Since the early part
of the 20th century, there has been
tremendous growth and interest in
artistic work created from the
lathe. Our goal is to create the
The Tennessee Turner

finest center for woodtuming education in the Northeast." The new
facility will be the latest addition
to Brookfield Craft Center's colonial vintage campus which is comprised of six buildings on three
plus acres. The campus includes
eight teaching studios for various
media plus two galleries showcasing fine American craftwork.
Programs supported by the new
tuming smdio will include: weekly
day & evening basic and intermediate classes, one & two day
weekend workshops with visiting
artists plus week-long intensive
master level workshops. The studio will also be available for private tutorials and "open studio"
rental time. The Center also plans
to host public demonstrations &
seminars on tuming.
Renovations to the historic stmcture include: a new roof, modem
heating & cooling system,
improved electrical service, water
& septic systems and additional
parking. The architectural heritage
and many of the original details of
the building are being preserved as
well. Total project costs including
purchase of the property is estimated to reach $480,000 of which
$227,000 has already been raised.
Additional, tax-deductible contributions to the project are being
sought. Those interest in supporting the project should contact:
John I . Russell, Executive
Director, Brookfield Craft Center,
P.O. Box 122, Brookfield, CT
06804-0122, 203-775-4526,
info@brookfieldcraftcenter.org.
Brookfield Craft Center was
founded in 1954 to promote and
preserve the skills and values of
fine craftsmanship. In 1982 it
7

received the state's highest honor
in the arts. The Governor's Arts
Award. It is recognized as one of
the nations foremost non-academic
schools for fine craftsmanship. It
is located on Route 25, just east of
the "Four Comers" intersection
with Route 7/202 in the
Candlewood Lake, Litchfield Hills
Districts of Northwestem
Connecticut.

Demonstration Report
(Cont from Pg 4)
When beginning the hollowing of
the base, I make sure my bowl
gouge makes entry as close to a 90
degree angle as possible. This is
to ensure that the cutting tip of the
tool is presented straight into the
end grain, which eliminates the
dreaded catch and toss to the left
that often occurs if proper care is
not taken. For the purposes of
speed, I hollow the base from outside toward the center. You may
cut it from the center to the outside or drill it using a Forstner bit.
After the base is hollowed with
the gouge, I use a modified
scraper to clean-up the interior and
make a clean comer at the bottom
of the box.
To ensure proper fit, I use a 45-

degree angle, pointed scraper to
cut the recess for the lid's flange.
This scraper was modified from a
square end scraper and is quite
useful in many applications where
a perpendicular cut is required.
When scraping the recess, I first
check the workpiece with the
calipers to re-establish the scored
line. Then I gingerly use the
scraper to peel away the waste and
sneak-up on the point where the fit
is secure, but not too tight.
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Folding a Bandsaw Blade

Healthy Shop Habit

Wear gloves. Hold the blade with
the teeth towards you and your

There's a reason to be concerned
about wood dust. Wood dust is
related to many health hazards,
including irritation of the eyes,
nose, and throat; skin rashes; asthma; allergies; and some serious
lung diseases. It has even been
linked to a rare form of nasal cancer. Estimates indicate that up to
13% of woodworkers have dustinduced asthma. Breathing wood
dust can also cause chronic bronchitis or emphysema. During their
lifetimes, one third of all woodworkers experience some adverse
health effects from contact with
wood dust.

foot on the bottom of the loop.

Twist inwards with both hands to
form a downwards loop. Cross
the bits between hands and toe
over themselves and lower it all to
the floor.

The Tennessee Turner

While shop vacuums are extremely popular among woodworkers,
they may not be the best solution
for systematic dust control. First
and foremost, their capacities are
generally much smaller than that
of most large, stationary machines.
Second, their filters usually don't
trap some of the micro-particles
that can aggravate allergies and
irritate the respiratory system.
There's no doubt: For most shops,
a complete dust collection system
is necessary to protect your health.
In fact, "dust collection" is really
somewhat of a misnomer. "Dust
collectors" are actually collecting
mostly wood chips and particles.
The dust, for the most part, winds
up in the air. To protect yourself
from that dangerous airborne
wood dust, you either need to
wear a respirator/mask or, for the
highest degree of safety, use an
Air Cleaner as part of your dust
collection process. One of the best
is the #24770 JET AFS-1000 Air
Filtration System. This high-quali8

ty system features an electrostatic
filter which removes 98% of all
particles five microns in size. This
technology also removes microparticles of smokes, viruses, bacteria, and fine dust at the rate of 25
times more effectively than an
ordinary home flimace filter. And
it cleans and circulates the air in a
20 X 20 X 8 shop in under five
minutes.

Trend Airshield
The Trend Airshield is a lightweight, battery powered respirator.
Air is filtered through the respirator providing a constant flow of
clean air
over the
face. A
H«FmX\\VBSH^^^
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llprovidl i n g posi[tive
jpressure
'within
the visor, and prevents dust or
debris from entering the visor
area. The flip up visor is mounted
on a fully adjustable headband,
which will comfortably fit most
head sizes and easily adjusts to
comfortable working positions.
Conforms to U.K. COSHH standards and the visor has BS2092
Grade 2 EGE protection. All parts
including filters and accessories
can be easily changed. This self
contained battery powered unit
provides up to 8 hours of continuous use. The price is about $300.
The Trend Airshield is available at
Woodcraft and many other Wood
Working stores and catalogs.
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Calendar of Events
Arrowmont
Mar 21-27
WOODTURNING: ARTISTIC & FUNCTIONAL Ray Key
Mar 28-Apr 3
STRIVING FOR THE ULTIMATE FORM
Ray Key
April 4-10
FINER POINTS OF WOODTURNING
Mike Mahoney
J Campbell Folk School
Mar 28-Apr 3
Mini Lathe for Fun and Profit
Troy Bledsoe
Apr 4-10
Woodtuming from A to Z
David Hout
Apr 11-16
Explorations in Wood (Sun-Fri)
Talmadge Murphey
Apr 25-30
Woodtuming & Design (Sun-Fri)
Gary Sanders
Mini Lathe Possibilities (Sun-Fri) Bobby demons
Apr 25-30
Woodtuming Basics (Weekend)
Apr 30-May 2
Doug Bames
Appllacian Center For Crafts
March 13 & 14
Green Woodtuming: Bowls
Bobby demons
Al Stirt
June 7-11
Tuming Bowls & Platters

As Seen Cki the Internet
Compiled from posts on the rec.crafts.woodtuming newsgroup by Ray Sandusky
Q. At what point should should grinding wheels be replaced???
A. Grinding wheels should be replaced when you find that the diameter of the wheel is causing the hollow
bevel of your tools to become too steep for their normal application. Another indicator is the interference of
the grinder body to the tool when performing the grind while using a jig, like the EUesworth or Veritas jig
for sharpening bowl gouges. Also, when grinding wheels become old, they get brittle, i f yom wheels are
flaking or chipping that is also a good inidcation that they need to be replaced.
Q. Does anyone use tung oil as a finish?
A. I often use a Tung Oil finish on my woodtumings because of the soft deep luster it is possible to achieve
without that glossy look.... and the ease of application. One of the fmstrating things about Tung Oil is that it
can take a LONG time to polymerize or harden and that often becomes inconvenient. I had heard that polymerized Tung Oil (oil that has been heated to a critical temperature in manufacture) can help eliminate the
drying problem and I've experimented with several of these formulations. Each seemed to have some benefits and some drawback which kept me searching.

i

I've finally found a polymerized Tung Oil finish which I like very much. First let me say that I have
absolutely no association with the product or with any of it's suppliers. I'm simply a happy user. The product
which works best for me is Sutherland Welles Ltd's Polymerized Tung Oil. Waterlox is another good Tung
Oil based finish.
Q. What is a good way to sand the inside of a hollow form with a narrow opening?
A. No matter how good the outside may look, the first thing my "elitist" tuming buddies do when they pick
up one of my hollow forms is slip their index finger into the opening and feel around to see how finished the
interior is. I got tired of blowing pieces when trying to lightly skim this unseen part with a scraper blade and
dam near lost a finger trying to slip sandpaper in. So, I took the blade off a medium Sorby swan-neck tool
and slipped a 1" dia. X 2" mbber sanding dmm over the end with a 120 grit sanding tube on it. Works great!
Now its smooth as far as they can reach their fingers in and only I know what's beyond.

The Tennessee Turner
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The Tennessee Association of Woodturners is a local chapter of the
American Association of Woodturners. Our purpose is to provide
a meeting place for local turners to share ideas and techniques and
to educate the general public regarding the art of turning. The
TAW meets the first Tuesday of each month in Brentwood, TN and
periodically sponsors local exhibitions and demonstrations as well
as an annual symposium.

We meet the first Tuesday
of every month at 7:00pm
at the Harpeth Hills
Church of Christ
Map to Monthly Meeting
Location
NaahvUle

Tennessee Association of Woodturners
Board of Directors:
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary/Newsletter
Librarian
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Deryl Duer
Gary Martin
Bill Gray
Ray Sandusky
Gene Thomas
Fred Takacs
Dave Collier
John Moss
John Lucas
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Brentwood

Tennessee Assodallon of
Woodtumere
c/o Ray Sandusky
9307 Pal Court West
Brenh«D0d,TN 37027
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